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he ability to walk is a commonly stated goal for pediatric

patients with lower extremity disability. But approaches that

can provide for some improvement in mobility in the near term

may actually decrease the probability that the child will make

long-term progress in learning to walk. A sobering question to

ask is,“How many of my pediatric patients will spend evermore

time in a wheelchair as they get older and heavier.”

As we walk, we move our weight in two different ways. We shift

weight from one leg to the other and in the process shift the

position of our pelvis in the lateral direction (weight shifting)

about 5 to 10 cm. We also raise and lower our center of gravity

by about 1 to 2 cm. In order to make long-term progress, we need

to teach and reinforce these motions.

As we think about existing classes of therapy tools, let’s explore

what they can and cannot do regarding these motions.

Sit-to-stand equipment assists in moving the user from sit to

stand. However, it provides no practical way to assist in ambu-

lation or allow the practice of any forward mobility.

Gait trainers, once patients have been assisted into them, allow

patients to move about a flat surface and obtain some level of

exercise. But are they walking? More important, are they learning

to walk? The patients benefit from exercise and achieve some

degree of short-term mobility and independence, but as they get

older and heavier, how many of them will end up in a wheelchair?

COMBINING TOOLS

What if there were a device that could combine the sit-to-stand

support of a stander and also provide the therapist with a tool

to teach the individual elements of motor control required to

walk with a normal gait? The Up n’ Go, an adjustable partial

weight bearing device from Easy Walking, Inc., does just that.

It is used over ground (not a treadmill) and provides dynamic

lifting support that delivers important benefits from sit to stand

through a very diverse and patient-specific set of exercise/

training activities.

The most straightforward issue is assisting the patient with

sit to stand. The Up n’ Go can be moved to the wheelchair or

bedside of the user and will provide an adjustable level of support

to help the patient stand with minimal or no assistance from the

therapist. Once upright, patients discover that they are

comfortably supported and the therapist will observe that the

user has an appropriate level of supported motion from side

to side and up and down. The patient’s pelvis is stabilized, but

the Up n’ Go will move as the patient moves to give a “real

world” sense of feedback that is important to improving neuro-

logical/balance skills.

Most importantly, sit to stand can be achieved without ther-

apists using their hands for anything but facilitating/ teaching.

We call this eliminating the ‘Octopus Effect’ wherein the ther-

apist requires multiple hands to try to simultaneously support

and guide the patient. Freed from the support task, the therapist

can concentrate on developing the individual skills that the

patient must learn in order to walk.

Two Tools in One
DEVELOPING WALKING SKILLS WITH THE UP N’ GO 
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L I T E R A T U R E  S U M M A R I E S

Specific exercises using the Up n’ Go to develop the strength

and balance necessary for walking are described in detail in

the web site, www.easy-walking.com. An important element

in all of these exercises is that the therapist can initiate specific

neurological and physical reactions at a pace much slower than

real-time. This allows patients to let their bodies learn from

the feedback they get as they perform a task correctly but at

reduced speed and while their weight is being partially and

dynamically supported.

While the Up n’ Go provides a completely new tool to teach

the individual elements of proper gait during therapy, it also

allows for the learning to be reinforced at home and in school.

Because the Up n’ Go is both affordable and easy to use outside

of therapy, care givers can work with patients daily to reinforce

what’s been learned in therapy.

All of us—therapists, equipment providers, patients, and

parents—share the same goal: we want the patient to have the

best possible outcome. But choosing the proper path in therapy

is difficult. We need to choose therapy and equipment that will

assist the best long term outcomes. I would like to put forth the

argument that often sacrificing some short term “mobility” in

favor of a rigorous program to develop the control and strength

to walk correctly can have the most favorable long-term

outcome. �
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